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The world is becoming increasingly urbanized, and in coming years it’s
projected that up to 75% of the earth’s population will live in cities. As
a result, cities are increasingly also the epicenter of many of the social
issues that we now face. In North America, the gap between rich and
poor is widening while the current neoliberal social and political climate
promotes the intensifying regulation of public spaces, centralization
and privatization of service provision, “tough on crime” policies and
a movement away from broad-based social welfare provision for the
most vulnerable members of society. The increasing accumulation of
wealth in the hands of a small percentage of the population potentially
threatens our democratic political system and demands large-scale
changes necessary to reverse the growing social injustice that plagues
our cities. But cities are also places of resistance and have become the
centrepoint for social movements speaking and moving against these
trends, demonstrated by the recent worldwide Occupy movement,
Hong Kong umbrella protests and climate change summit in New York
City. Our cities are at a crossroads – will they continue to become
bastions of social inequality, or can the future be changed?
Please send an abstract of not more than 250-300 words to
uoftgcssa@gmail.com or visit www.gcssauoft.wordpress.com
for more information.

Deadline for submissions: January 15, 2015
Hosted by
The Graduate Criminology and Sociolegal Studies Association

We invite graduate students to
a one-day workshop to discuss
these vital issues, and welcome
submissions from students on
topics such as:

• police militarization
• housing issues including urban

revitalization, social housing
and gentrification
• global migration and urban
immigrant settlements
• provision of and access to
services including education
and healthcare
• the move to “mega” –
centralization of city and
regional service provision
• radicalization and moral panics
• urban resistance, social
movements and ‘decolonizing’
the city
• neoliberal regulation of public
space
• urban innovations and
‘remaking’ the city

